**GREEN SHOOTS SUITE**

**OUR ONLINE TOOLS**

- **Maths Curriculum Online**
  - Weekly CAPS aligned Maths exercises for Grades 3 - 7*
  - (offline version available)

- **MCOSBA**
  - Standardised, blended termly Maths assessments for Grades 3 - 7*
  - (offline version available)

- **Maths@Home**
  - Gamified after-school Maths activities for Grades 3 - 7*

- **GSINSIGHTS**
  - Immediate content & cohort data analyses via dynamic dashboard visualisations

- **GSTEACH**
  - Self-paced courses for teachers in the use & integration of the Green Shoots Suite

**HOW THESE TOOLS BENEFIT...**

- **Learners**
  - Multiple opportunities to practise different question types with immediate feedback provided

- **Teachers**
  - Structured exercises addressing all content, difficulty & cognitive levels. Immediate per class, per learner analyses provided

- **Schools**
  - Ongoing, real-time per learner, per cohort analyses & tracking throughout the year

- **Parents & Guardians**
  - Parents & Guardians can share in their child’s learning & progress, providing informed support using the Learner Profile that tracks content coverage, marks and weekly activity completion

- **Districts**
  - Real-time, ongoing, standardised curriculum data. Dynamic, queryable content & cohort analyses

*Auto-marked, available in English & Afrikaans

www.gsed.co.za